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Well-blended textures 
and subtle colors give a 
new Minnesota kitchen 
timeless appeal. 

French 
Accent
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It’s the quiet details—
the barely there blue of 
the backsplash tile, the 
whispered grain of the 
light oak floors—that 
breathe fresh life into this 
“old French” kitchen. 



This photo: Light oak 
floors and cream-color 
cabinetry contrast nicely 
with the kitchen’s darker 
elements—ceiling beams, a 
walnut countertop on the 
island, and iron pendants. 
Opposite left: A crystal 
chandelier adds a feminine 
touch over the breakfast 
table. Opposite right: A 
classic apron-front sink 
and bridge-style faucet 
tuck under south-facing 
windows with views of the 
home’s loggia and pool.
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           “Quote copy here please, quote 
   copy here. Quote copy here  
                                please, quote copy here.”
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WWho says that a formal kitchen—one dressed in 
elegant stone, rich woods, and fine fabrics—can’t 
be cozy, too? Reed and Jacki Lewis set out to prove 
it could be done, and beautifully, when they hired 
designer Marita Simmons to plan the kitchen in 
their new home in Wayzata, Minnesota. 

“Our inspiration really started when we realized 
we were both drawn to old French design. It just 
seems so charming,” Jacki says. “At the same time, 
we wanted a touch of formality so that the kitchen 
would be in keeping with the rest of the home.”

Simmons and her partner at Marita Simmons 
Interiors, Krysta Gibbons, enthusiastically pursued 
a light interpretation of the French château theme, 
confident it would yield the right mix of elegance 
and ease. “Our first step was to convince Reed that 
a light, white-oak wood floor would be a better 
choice than the dark floor he was envisioning,” 
Simmons says. “The lightness of the floor feels 
very French, yet relaxed and simple.”

Next, the design duo steered the homeowners 
away from stark white cabinetry, guiding them 
instead to a cream-color enamel finish. Crafted 
with such details as bracket-style feet, elaborate 
crown molding, and intricately carved island legs, 

the cabinetry creates a strong element of elegance 
while providing a light counterpoint to the dark 
reclaimed-wood ceiling beams. “Even the way 
the cabinets stop just below the beams lends an 
authentic feel,” Simmons explains. “In historic 
French country homes, the beams would already 
be there, then you’d bring in the cabinetry. I’m a 
big believer in appropriate context.”

Simmons is also a believer in what she calls 
“the beauty of restraint,” which comes through 
in the backsplash. “We found a gorgeous tile with 
just a hint of blue, but only placed it above the 
range,” Simmons says. She and Gibbons then asked 
the cabinetmaker to create wood backsplashes 
enhanced with molding and enameled in the 
same cream color as the cabinets. “That beautiful 
herringbone backsplash wouldn’t have had nearly 
the same presence if we had run it around the 
entire perimeter of the room,” Simmons says.

These and other similarly smart design decisions 
added up to the cozy-formal aesthetic the Lewises 
were after. “We really trusted our designers’ 
expertise when it came to color and finishes,” Jacki 
says. “And thank goodness we did!”
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This photo: Glass-front 
cabinetry plays a starring 
roll throughout the 
kitchen, including the well-
positioned breakfast bar 
that can double as a buffet 
for informal entertaining.  
Opposite left: A fully 
stocked pantry connects 
the kitchen with the 
mudroom. Opposite  
right: The appliance wall 
stays in keeping with the 
room’s formal feel thanks 
to delicate hardware. 
Opposite bottom: 
Shapely legs lend a 
feminine detail that softens 
the large-scale island. 



DESIGNER INSIGHTS

Topping Off with Wood 
Designers Marita Simmons and Krysta Gibbons discuss important 
considerations when contemplating wood countertops.  

• Select the right species. In the Lewises’ kitchen, the designers 
went with walnut for the island countertop. “Their countertop isn’t 
stained; it’s just oiled. You just wouldn’t get that richness using 
maple,” Gibbons says.

• Embrace imperfection. Wood countertops aren’t supposed to 
be pristine. With everyday use, a wood countertop will collect nicks, 
dents, and patina over time, and that only adds to its beauty. 

• Prioritize maintenance. As with virtually any countertop surface, 
proper care and maintenance will ensure your wood countertop looks 
its best. Applying mineral oil or walnut oil once a month prevents the 
wood from drying out. It also helps control bacteria, which keeps the 
surface safe for food preparation. 
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